
 This is the Wednesday. The day we hear it each year. The day we hear the words 
"Remember you are dust and to dust you shall return." Words that evoke the mortal 
contradictions in our lives. Fear and hope. Joy and sorrow. Destruction and salvation. Invasion 
and peace. Sin and Forgiveness. Condemnation and redemption. They are clouded in the dusty 
upheaval of our mortal existence and our immortal lives. In the midst of our most solemn 
moment of repentance, in the midst of our brokenness we hear: Remember that you are dust and 
to dust you shall return.
 It resounds in our ears, sticks to our foreheads and fills our souls with fear. It can be a 
harsh reality check on our own mortality, limitations, and sinfulness. It reminds us that no matter 
the joys, or longevity, or blessings of our lives, of our institutions, of our world, it will all have 
an ending. 
 And even though our scripture readings neither contemplate dust nor mortality and 
endings, our reminders about our dustiness are fitting. Matthew admonishes against devotion for 
appearance sake, against piety for piety's sake, against storing up wealth for security's sake. 
Matthew sets out demanding regimen counter to our instinctive intuitions: pray in secret, clothe 
yourself fastidiously, complain to no one. Joel sounds the warning cry for the community to 
assemble, repent, weep, and plead for God’s favor. The gloom and darkness of their situation 
seems overwhelming. There is a brokenness of humanity in each of these texts. It’s a picture of 
humanity that reinforces today’s liturgical reminder of our own dusty fate. Remember that you 
are nothing but dust and no matter how your life is lived, to dust you shall return. 
 Dust can be such a menacing image for us. We shake it off our shoes, we sweep it off our 
floors, we gasp and wheeze when we must breathe it, in some places of our world its storms are 
deadly. Dust is our enemy. It’s not something we freely invite into our homes and our lives. So a 
reminder that we are dust does not settle well with us. The comparison of ourselves with dust is 
disheartening at best. It pulls us down from our pretenses, topples our bell towers, wreaks havoc 
in our sense of our importance. It makes us the thing we want to avoid. 
 Yet we forget that dust finds itself inextricably intertwined with God’s creative, loving, 
self. The creation story in Genesis 2:7 gives us a different image of dust. It reminds us with the 
image of a potter that “God formed humanity from the dust of the ground.” Dust is the beginning 
of our relationship to God, it’s the essence and medium for our creation. Genesis continues: 
“And God breathed into humanity the breath of life, and humanity became a living being.” Life, 
spirit, breath comes to us lovingly—into our dust. What contains us, our essentialness, our 
connection, our ability to be, is dust. Yes, we are nothing more than dust, but how remarkably 
lovely it is, just dust. Our humanness contains breath, contains spirit, contains love, contains life. 
It is just dust. 
 And so it’s as if the words “Remember that you are dust and to dust you shall return” also 
ring with the invitation: Embrace your dustiness, for that is what you are. It’s an invitation to 
return to our own God-formed selves. It's an invitation to be, in the simplicity of dust, asking, 
waiting, wanting to be filled with the breath of life. Joel reformulates this invitation with the 
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ancient creed, “Return to the Lord, your God, for God is gracious and merciful, slow to anger, 
and abounding in steadfast love.”  It’s an invitation to return to the creative moment when God 
interacts with our human dust. And in that creative moment, the phrase of Ash Wednesday liturgy 
rings new: 
 “Remember that you are dust and as dust return to God—Remember that you are God's 
and to God you shall return."
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And let us be marked

not for shame.

Let us be marked

not for false humility

or for thinking

we are less

than we are
but for claiming

what God can do

within the dust,

within the dirt,

within the stuff

of which the world

is made,

and the stars that blaze

in our bones,

and the galaxies that spiral

inside the smudge
we bear.

Remember that you are dust and to dust you shall return. Remember that you are God's and to 
God you shall return.
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